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A liberal choice
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 Along with pioneering the dry electrolytic capacitor for radio,
electronic and motor -starting functions, Aerovox has always main-

tained an outstanding choice of types.

The new Aerovox Capacitor Catalog now off the press lists 17

types of electrolytics-round-can, square -can, cardboard -case, tubu-

lars, plug -ins, twist -prong base, etc. You will usually find a type

listed that precisely meets your capacitance, voltage, mounting,
terminal and container requirements. But if your requirements hap-

pen to be very unusual, this wide variety of designs enables Aero-

vox to work out a special type to meet those high -priority needs

quickly, satisfactorily, economically.

 Write for Literature ...
Write on your business stationery for latest catalog on
electrolytics. Submit that capacitance problem for our
engineering collaboration, specifications, quotations.
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Capacitor Quality Factors
By the Engineering Department, Aerovox Corporation

IF
pure capacitance existed in natur-

al isolation, only that important
fundamental property would need be
considered, together with maximum
operating voltage, in selecting capaci-
tors for any use. But since resistance
and reactance are inherent in all prac-
tical capacitors, the amount and dis-
tribution of these components will,
with capacitance, govern one or more
factors whereby capacitor quality may
be appraised with respect to specific
applications. These factors will deter-
mine how good a capacitor will be in
a certain circuit position and will ex-
plain certain peculiarities of capacitor
operation.

Capacitor "quality factors" include
leakage, dielectric strength, dielectric
absorption, power factor, dissipation
factor, Q and impedance, the latter
three serving to show relationship be-
tween resistive and reactive compo-
nents. Each of these may be deter-
mined quantitatively. Dielectric ab-
sorption, dielectric strength, and leak-
age are properties of the capacitor
dielectric material. Power factor, dissi-
pation factor, impedance, and Q take
into consideration the magnitude of
both resistive and reactive compo-
nents, and appraise the total capacitor
losses at a given operating frequency.
The latter four factors are thus gov-
erned by the physical and chemical
properties of the materials from which
the capacitor is manufactured and the
electrical and mechanical features of
construction as well.

In order that capacitor quality fac-
tors may be more clearly understood,
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it is intended in this article to describe
the nature of each and to explain its
importance in capacitor applications
engineering.

LEAKAGE
The strength of a direct current (not

the charging current) which will flow
steadily through a capacitor depends
entirely upon the nature of the dielec-
tric separating the capacitor plates and
to some extent also upon that sur-
rounding the plates. This assumes, of
course, that uniform processing has
been maintained. The ideal dielectric
would offer infinite resistance and per-
mit zero current flow, but this perfect
condition does not obtain in nature.
The best dielectric materials exhibit
resistivity which, although extraordi-
narily high, influence capacitor quality.

Leakage currents through a capaci-
tor take numerous paths. Figure 1

shows a two -plate capacitor molded
in an insulating material, with several
of the infinite current branches indi-
cated by arrows. Current is conceived
as entering the capacitor by way of
lead A and leaving by way of lead B.

The main leakage current flows in
an infinite number of paths through
the dielectric between the plates. These
paths are indicated by the vertical ar-
rows. In addition to this current
branch, there is an infinite number of
paths through the molded case, these
being indicated by the solid -line curved
arrows. The longest paths are between
the leads and are indicated by the long
curved arrows. Shorter paths through
the molded case extend from plate to
plate, and are represented by the short
curved arrows. The small dotted -line
curved arrows indicate leakage paths
along the surfaces and around the
edges of the active dielectric.

All of these paths combine to yield
the total leakage current. The path
through the dielectric between plates
is the most significant, since it is by
comparison the shortest. The molding
material is of high resistivity, and the
current paths through it are several
thousand times longer than those be-
tween plates. Nevertheless, these paths
will be of lower resistance than those
through the dielectric and thus will
contribute most to leakage. In capac-
itors of other types, the long paths
extend through oil, wax, or electrolytic
filling compounds.

The main leakage path between
plates will have characteristics gov-
erned by type and thickness of the
dielectric material. At a given direct
voltage applied across the capacitor,
for example, leakage will be greater
for paper than for mica, and will be
lower for thick mica than for thin
material of the same lot.
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Except in the case of electrolytic
caacitors, the dielectric characteristic
is stated as insulation resistance rather
th as leakage current. A.S.A. Speci-
fications indicate, for example, that
mica and ceramic capacitors shall show
an insulation resistance greater than
7500 megohms at 100 volts do, and
that paper capacitors shall show a
megohms-times-microfarads value of
500 to 6000 (depending upon type) at
an applied voltage between 100 and
500 dc and test temperature of plus
25°C.

In current units, we give the fHlow-
ing maximum leakage values for elec-
trolytic capacitors tested at rated di-
rect working voltages:
D.C. Voltage Maximum

Raring Leakage
400 v. or over 0 3 ma. plus 0.05

ma. per -mid.
300 v. to 399 v. 03 ma. plus 0.04

ma. per mid,
200 v, to 299 v. 03 ma. plus 0.03

ma. per mid.
100 v. to 199 v. 03 ma. plus 0.02

ma. per mid.
0 v. to 99 v. 0 3 ma. plus 0.01

ma. per mfd.
Insulation resistance of a capacitor

shows up as a resistance in parallel
with the capacitance, as shown in Fig-
ure 2A. The corresponding vector
diagram is given by Figure 2B. Leak-
age by ordinary conduction through
this parallel resistance (the dielectric)
can be of concern only at low fre-
quencies and at du At the high fre-
quencies at which capacitors are gen-
erally employed, parallel -resistance ef-
fects are inconseque ntial. This may
easily be proved by working out the
power ,ctor equation (Figure 3C) for
low and high frequencies.

Leakage and insulation resistance Armovri,k,
thus are important considerations
when the capacitor is to be employed
in direct -current service or in appli-
cations M which direct voltages are
superimposed upon the volt-
ages. And even in the latter case, it

the dc component which is of con-
cern.

Lower insulation resistance may be
tolerated in some circuit positions
than m othe,. Coupling and tank
capacitors, for example, should have
the highest possible resistance, while
bypass capacitors may sow a much
lower megohrn - rnicrofarhad product
without having their bypassing ability
mpaired.

DIELECTRIC ABSORPTION
The phenomena commonly ascribed

to dielectric absorption alone are ac-
tually the combined effects of dielec-
tric absorption and residual charges.

Dielectric absorption, also called di-
electric hysteresis and dielectric vis-
cosity, is an importaM factor because
it gives rise to a power loss. Absorp-
tion is exhibited to some degree by
all solid dielectrics used between ca-
pacitor plates, whether amorphous or
crystalline, but is not shown by liquid
and gaseous dielectrics.

The phenomenon of dielectric ab-
sorption is exhibited in the following
manne: Charging current froma
steady,r unidirectional source continues
to flow at a gradually decreasing rate
into a capacitor of negligible series re-
sistance for some time afteb the al-
most -instantaneous charge com-
pleted. A steady value proportional to
the capacitor parallel resistance is
finally reached. The additional charge
apparently is absorbed by the dielec-
tric. Conversely, a capacitor does not
discharge instantaneously upon ap
cation of a short circuit, but "drains"
gradually after the capacitance proper
("geometric" capacitance) has been
discharged.

A sudden discharge therefore cannot
immediately remove all of the energy
from a charged capacitor employing
an absorbing dielectric material. When
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an alternating or fluctuating voltage is
applied to such a capacitor, dielectric
absorption prevents all of the energy
stored during the charging interval
from being removed during the dis-
charge interval. The "residual" energy
thus left in the capacitor appears as a
power loss.

The effect of dielectric absorption
will vary with the frequency of the
applied voltage and will cause the
dielectric constant to vary somewhat
with frequency.

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
The ability of a capacitor to with-

stand the alternating or direct po-
tentials, or both, in electric circuits
depends upon the kind of dielectric
employed and its thickness. This in-
sulation property, termed dielectric
strength, is stated in terms of the
maximum) voltage required to puncture,
rupture, or otherwise break down the
dielectric. The common term is volts
per mil (1/1000") thickness.

The volts

e-per-mil

rating varies with
materials. A given thickness of one
dielectric thus xhibits a value of di-
electric strength several times higher
than that of another dielectric. In order
to make use of certain low -strength
dielectrics at high operating voltages,
it is common to place several sheets
of these materials between each pMr
of capacitor plates. And complete ca-
pacitor sections are frequently con-
nected in series, within a single case,
to divide the total operating voltage
among the individual sections.

Dielectric strength is rated in volts
or kilovolts per mil thickness of the
material anday be stated for ac or
dc. toter e mammurn voltage the
material can withstand before puncture
or rupture.

POWER FACTOR
Power acto intortakes considera-

tion the phase angle between current
and voltage introduced by the practi-
cal capacitor and accordingly appraises
total capacitor losses. These include
dielectric losses (due to leakage, di-
electric absorption, etc.) and ohmic
losses due to capacitor plates, leads,
etc. The former appear as resistance
marallel with the capacitance, while
theplatter show up as series resistance.
Equivalent circuit of a capacitor with
losses is given by Figure 3A.
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Dielectric losses (parallel resistance)
are indicated diagrammatically in Fig-
ure 3B. The effect of parallel resist-
ance is to reduce phase angle between
capacitor voltage and capacitor cur-
rent to some value lower than the
ideal 90 -degree lead (Figure 3C). The
difference between this practical angle
and 90 degrees (phase difference) is V.
The reactive current vector lc equals
dCE.

Power factor is equal to the ratio
of capacitor resistance to capacitor im-
pedance (9/2). It is thus equal nu-
merically to the cosine of the phase
angle 0). Ic is also equal to the tan d
th 1/(RC). The better the capacitor,
the lower will be the power factor.
Capacitor power factors are low in
value, except in the case of some elec-
trolytic types, the phase difference
angle (t) being of the order of sec-
onds and minutes rather than degrees.

Power factor of mica capacitors may
be found by measurement as low as
0.01 percent, while that of electrolytics
will reach several percent. A power
factor of X percent indicates a loss of
X percent of the total circuit k.v.a. in
the resistive rather than the reactive
mnnponent of the capacitor.

The effect of series resistance upon
capacitor power factor is always more
important han that of parallel resist-
ance but particularly so as the oper-
ating frequency is increased. A capac-
itor with series resistance only is rep-
resented by the diagram (Figure 4A).
Vector relationships are given by Fig-
ure 4B.

Examination of the separate formu-
lae given in Figures 3 and 4 respec-
tivMy reveal that series resistance has
a more deleterious effect upon power
factr, as frerequency increases, than
does parallel sistance. Series resist -

includes plate, terminal, joiM, and
lead resistance plus the high -frequency
resistance introduced by skin -effect.
These factors accordingly influence ca-
pacitor quality (insofar as it is indi-
ated by power factor) to a much more

marked degree than does leakage which
G a manifestation of parallel reMst-
mace. Capacitors with low values of
power factor are recommended for use
in tuned circuits, wave filters, fre-
quency discriminating networks, 0.1.0.
and a.v.c. systems, standardizing equip-
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arint, and the lthe. Radio -frequency
applications are more exacting in tMs
respect thn are audio -frequency and
dc servicesa.

DISSIPATION FACTOR
Dissipation factor is employed by

some manufacturers of bridges and
other test equipment, particularly when
used Eor capacitor checking, in lieu of
power factor. Die factor is the

do of resistance to reactance (R/X),
which in the case of capacitors is
oCR. Dissipation factor is equal nu-
merically to the cotangent of the
phase angle. and for the small values
emountered in capacitor quality test-
ing is identical with power factor, or
very nearly so.

Like power factor, the value of dis-
sipation factor decreases with increas
ing capacitor quality (see Chart I).

The factor of merit, Q, the ratio
of reactance to reristance (X/E) ark,
indicates the comparative effectiveness
of capacitor reactance with respect to
resistance. Capacitor Q is equal nu-
merically to 1,CR and increases as
the effective series resistance of the
capacitor decreases. A high Q value
thus indicates high capacitor quality.
For Q values greater than 10, Q is
equal very closely to the reciprocal of
the power factor, or of the dissipation
facor.

Q measurements are very useful in
determining capacitor quality at radio
frequencies. Since skin effect is pro-
nounced at these frequencies, virtually
all of the resistance influencing capac
itor Q is in series with the capacitance.
Q at radio frequencies accordingly is
influenced by all of those factors gov-
erning r.f. resistance -electrode, clamp,
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terminal, and lead resistance; quality
of dielectric material within the field
of capacitor electrodes; constitution of
casing materials, and so on.

Since Q varies with frequency and
capacitance, it is difficult to set up
single high and low Q limits for all
situations. A low Q valuenat one ca-
pacitance frequency, for example,

Americanl
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bared
so at other levels_ The

Standards Association has
offered the curve shown in Figure 5
for determining minimum permissible
1000Eo. Q values for capacitors rated
between 5 and 500 mmfd.4 (The Q
value for capacitors rated higher than
500 namfd. is recommended as higher
the 1500).

IMPEDANCE
Since both reactance and resistance

arc presented by a practical capacitor,
an impedance network results. Every
capacitor accordingly introduces a cer-
tain amount of impedance in the cir-
cuit in which it is connected, and this
value will vary with the frequency of
the applied voltage. Ina number of
cases, the actml capacitor impedance
at the operating fregnenc2 (or the
principal operting freuency) is a
more direct catenof

q
capaePor per-

formance M a circuit (and. to so
rodextent, capacitor quality with regard

to a specific application) than por
factor, Q, dissipation factor, or leak-
age.

Capacitor impedance is of interest
at both audio and radio frequencies
and may be measured in both spectra
by methods described Worker. ous is,
sues of the Research

r Synidarn. li"''
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